Technology revolution brought by cloud computing, is affecting the work of web developers that could benefit of installed frameworks and platforms where to deploy applications without management needs. Cloud computing in its different usage models according the kind of offered utilities (e.g., storage or computing facility as software, web framework as a platform and virtual machine as infrastructure), is becoming a successful distributed computing paradigm thanks to the services made available by several commercial organizations in many cases with a free starting plan. This paper wants to analyze the cloud offerings from the web developer's perspective that often need to configure and manage the environment where to design, develop and deploy their applications. The aim is to understand whether such services are effective for the development and deployment of general-purpose web applications (i.e., from website to mobile web apps) or introduce further complexity requiring additional skills to developers.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing [1] seems to promise benefits for web developers offering online frameworks and platforms in which develop, deploy and manage web applications. With the term web applications, we refer to every form of applications (e.g., generic application, portal, social framework, mobile application or apps, widgets, and web services) that is executed through the web usually within the engine of the web browsers. Technologies used for such development include standards relied to web architectures (HyperText Markup Language, HTML, HyperText Transport Protocol, HTTP and Uniform Resource Identificator, URI) [2] , and web languages used to structure, rendering, visualizing and interacting with the content (e.g., eXtensible markup language, XML-based languages [3] , Cascade Style Sheets, CSS [3] , ECMAscript [3] and its dialects). Implementation of these standards and languages are available as frameworks composed by a web server, a programming language environment (e.g., Java, PHP, Ruby, and Python) and a set of related software needed to execute the web applications. The design and delivery of a web application involve the choice of the working environment and therefore its installation and configuration within a reference operating system. This environment includes a lot of software that should be maintained and updated (e.g., operating systems, server software such as a web server, application server and related middleware, libraries, tools and framework). Perform these tasks involve an increase of the web application development time, and then of the general costs. Cloud computing offers software utilities through three main usage models (Software as a Service, SaaS, Platform as Service, PaaS and Infrastructure as a Service, IaaS) that eliminate enduser operations associated with installing hardware and software facilities.
Cloud-based services are resources that could be accessed through Internet usually in a web-like form by means the browser. The usage model choice depends on the needs and the service required, for example, a software, a framework or a virtual machine providing a computer system. The cloud model approach distinguished in private, public or hybrid, is a decision to be made considering five key features: the budget, the speed, demand and users to support, resources, and privacy related to data sensitivity. Fig 1 shows the different types of cloud model approach according the different kind of usage.
Fig 1 Cloud usage and approach models.
SaaS or IaaS models are the major cloud implementations providing a service available to the user respectively a software (e.g., Dropbox [4] that offer an online file storage) and an infrastructure (e.g., Amazon Web Services, AWS [5] that offers entire virtual machines). Focusing on web developers that would like to minimize the tasks related to setting and configuring the environment, the PaaS usage design could be an opportunity to free developers from system/server administration operations. In this context the terms "SysOps" or "DevOps" [6] refer to the tasks required respectively by computer system administrators/managers and applications developers in setting and configuring, managing and monitoring the underlying software environment and frameworks needed by the applications.
Cloud moves in some way towards a "NoOps" context meaning that all management tasks related to the environment and the lifecycle management are made by cloud providers giving the possibility to developer to concentrate totally to the application. Developers can code and let the cloud service deploy, manage and scale their code by means of automated systems. A web developer will like to have a full working development platform that do not require configuration duties and thus develop applications that, however, could be portable to other platforms. There is the need of a solution not lock into some platform. The paper is so a study on the available PaaS offerings to assess whether the developer work will improve by using this tools or if such services introduce a further level of complexity requiring specific skills that could increase costs and time required to the development. It wants to give an overview of PaaS offerings focusing on the aspects of requirements. The goal is to verify if such solution are applicable in the context of public research institute to deploy web applications in a general-purpose perspective, ranging from website to mobile app.
NEED OF THE PAAS OFFERING OVERVIEW
Web developers make different choices as regards the platform to use in their development. We should consider that the application is a collection of source code written in a programming language, and a dependency description that defines which additional software are needed in order to build and run the application. Even if each developer has a "favorite" programming language or development platform, the choice of the environment depends on the kind of application, its purpose and the business context. Such decision could need a specific runtime environment or a layered framework that manages the application lifetime's phases. The PaaS usage model is the offering of a development platform where to design, implement and deploy web applications. In this context platforms are usually composed by the different layers (Fig. 2 ) needed for web applications: a backend system (i.e., a database management system -DBMS) [2] , a web server and web application server that could be different according the programming language server-side chosen for the development (e.g., PHP, Java, Python, Ruby) [2] and a front-end platform able to deal with web standards. The basis is a web server that handles with HTTP request/response, then, depending on the programming languages used to design server-side applications needed for interaction, there is a plethora of solutions and platforms available to help in the development.
Among different programming languages specifically used in a web context, as the Figure 3 shows, we could cite Java, PHP, Python, Ruby or JavaScript. The same figure shows for each programming language the main features and some of the referring frameworks supporting web development. For example, next to Java programming language, Groovy [7] is an agile and dynamic language for the Java Virtual machine (JVM) build upon the strengths of Java, but with additional features inspired by other languages used in a web environment like Python, Ruby and Smalltalk. Groovy is an object-oriented language used in the Java platform, with native support to markup languages like XML, which it is easier to learn.
Fig 3 A comparison between different environments
Groovy has a reference framework known as Grails [7] that provides a complete ready-to-use development environment usable also by the Java platform. It is related to Java technologies such as the Spring framework [8] that is the most popular application development framework for enterprise Java that helps to create high performing, easily testable, reusable code without any lock-in. The case of Javascript language is peculiar. Born as client-side scripting language, with the development of server-side Javascript framework (e.g., node.js [9] a server-side software built on Chrome's Javascript runtime) and of the web server able to process such code, the gap between client and server programming is eliminated.
Next to the selection of a platforms related to a particular programming language, the selection of a Database Management System (DBMS) [10] In a PaaS deployed solution, a developer should focus on the code, although it must then, however, know the platform, install and configure needed software in order to deploy and run the application on the platform. In any case, the required operation are automated through specific software by the PaaS solution.
METHODOLOGY
PaaS seems to be devoted to application programmers. Its primary function is allowed to build and run web-based and custom applications in an on-demand fashion. Furthermore, developers have access to specific tools and libraries, while controlling software deployment and configuration settings. The company offering the Paas service provides the other underlying utilities (e.g., networks, servers, and storage) that are needed for the application execution. The external hosting allows for easy scaling based on paying a fee depending on how you use. Cloud solutions that take accounts of DevOps requirements place themselves between the IaaS and the PaaS layers. We can distinguish some PaaS categories depending on their main purpose:
1) Design and deploy of software provided as standalone application development tools. The benefits of such offering include advanced security, scalability, no additional hardware costs, and no software licensing fees;
2) Social application development allowing an easy integration with social websites' APIs;
3) Improvement in the development of web-based application allowing to modify and add features to existing SaaS.
4)
Provision of open-computing platforms for supporting applications written in different programming languages and using any type of database, operating system, and server.
The design, development, deploy and maintenance of PaaShosted applications are different from the multiple-steps process of traditional hosted application. The purpose of this study is to understand if the two methodologies are comparable and thus the use of PaaS platforms actually facilitates application development throughout its lifecycle, or if the required skills in the use of the tools introduces an additional level of requirements. Traditional development requires an effort to install, configure and then maintain the hosted environment which must accommodate the application, chosen between the different frameworks according the selected programming language. These tasks are time consuming and painful. The development on a PaaS platform requires steps to build the needed environment on the local machine in order to deploy the application. Usually these are operations performed using simple command line tools.
For example, Heroku PaaS solution requires that you install a software named Heroku Toolbet that includes a tool for creating and managing Heroku applications (Heroku client), an options for running the application locally (Foreman) and the Git software [16] that is the free and open source distributed version control system. Then, for supported programming languages (e.g., Ruby, Java, Python, Node.js, Clojure and Scala), it is needed the installation of additional software needed by the language. For example, if the application is written in Java, will be necessary to install the Java runtime kit (JVM) and the Maven 3 software that is a software project management and comprehension tool. Then the application must run on the OpenJDK version that is an open-source implementation of the Java software developer kit (JSE). Anyhow, PaaS solutions have some limitations, since it is not possible to access to features such as the core instances of the processes, storage, networking and routing that could be required by some types of applications such as the legacy ones.
Cloud offerings can be compared, as Fig. 4 shows, by considering two main driving forces behind the development of the cloud stack, that are productivity and control.
PaaS solutions (e.g., Cloud Foundry and Cloudify [17] ) manifest a high productivity rather than IaaS solution (i.e. OpenStack [18] ), that allow extensive control. The passage to major control also takes places by means of configuration management tools (i.e., Puppet, Chef) [19] that allow an automation of some phases of the installation process. Most of the PaaS solutions than allow different degrees of control, even if the primary goal remains the productivity.
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Fig 4 Driving forces behind cloud evolution and platforms examples
Before going into the details of PaaS solutions in order to highlight particular features that allow a cataloging, we remark that there are a large number of platforms. To assess the complexity of their use, we should focus on the differences between a cloud application and a web application. They share similarities, but a web application manifests a different approach going to a cloud environment.
Web application vs. cloud applications
A cloud application can be seen and an evolution of a web application, since it is accessed and executed on the web platform. But despite the similarities, there are some aspects that differentiate (Fig. 5 ). Web application are almost designed, as described before, by using different programming languages and web technologies. An application is hosted on a backend layered infrastructure made of server components (e.g., web server, application server, DBMS installed in virtual machines) and is usually executed from a web browser. The benefit of the web computing model is that a web applications are accessible from any type of device connected to the Internet and equipped with a web browser. A cloud application can also be accessed through a web browser, but the web interface is one of the different access methods. Not always, a cloud application is exclusively dependent on a web browser to work. Some cloud applications could be solely available over the web browser from service providers. In other cases, the web interface is used as alternative access method for application use and management, and the application can be accessed through other tools.
Cloud applications, as the Fig. 5 shows, are use other services provided in the cloud in their use (i.e., storage, infrastructure and core).
A web application can use a cloud service (i.e., an infrastructure service as a deployed environment), but generally a cloud application uses many cloud services along with locally installed services. For example in a cloud application, data is stored in a cloud/cloud-like infrastructure, but can be also cached locally for offline mode. A cloud application uses other cloud services offered by a specific platforms for data backup, security, and backup schedule. It can be used from the web browser and/or a custom built application locally installed. For example, cloud applications such Evernote [20] or Dropbox can be accessed either through a web browser that a program installed locally in the different device. They also work in offline mode, providing automatic data synchronization when the device is reconnected to Internet. Furthermore, a cloud application be used to access a wider range of services such as on-demand computing cycle, storage and application development platforms. So not all web applications could be considered also cloud applications, since cloud applications should have enhanced properties and support different requirements and needs.
Fig. 5 Examples of cloud applications vs. web applications
Indeed some cloud solutions provide practices and tools to migrate a web application into the cloud. These functionalities allow for reducing time to market and software development complexities. Among the PaaS solutions classifications could be based on their private/public cloud position or language support but this limit the context.
In the next section, some PaaS solutions are analyzed, highlighting their peculiarities and trying to make a catalog that may help in the choice of the platform.
RESULT OF THE PAAS ANALYSIS
The plethora of solutions offered by, the market as PaaS framework created a fragmented world. We propose a first subdivision of the PaaS solutions in two lists: those that are related to some famous vendors (e.g., Google, Microsoft and Vmware) and therefore seem to be in some way vendor-lock and those that have been developed as open solutions (e.g., Cloudyfy). Other distinctions may be based on whether to deploy public or private cloud. Furthermore, the provision of the platform as a service is made in different ways: there are providers that focus on delivering PaaS through a self-service portal (a sort of service providers) to have a full control over the underlying infrastructure and the entire operation. Other providers give developers the tools to build an own PaaS on a private or public cloud (known as PaaS stack providers). In any case, these lists are not exhaustive, are continuously updated considered that the cloud market is evolving and just want to be an attempt to help you understand the differences between the many solutions.
Since all PaaS offerings are not equal, it is necessary to analyze the various options, though the difficulty of this analysis depends not only by the large number of solutions available in the market, but the fact that some PaaS functionalities are available only selecting and paying the fee for a plan. Moreover, some solutions have limited support to programming languages and frameworks and do not deliver key applications services needed for cloud application, or restrict deployment to a single cloud.
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PaaS solutions in some way vendorlock or limited
In the first categorization, we have put solutions listed in Fig.  6 , such as Google App Engine (GAE), Windows Azure, Heroku and CloudFoundry. GAE belongs to the Google services ecosystem. App engine provides an application environment to build, maintain and scale primarily Java and Python applications, although lately is including support for Go [20] and PHP programming languages. The other programming languages (e.g., JavaScript and Ruby) are not natively supported, but run only if Java virtual machine is enabled. The engine provides dynamic web serving, persistent storage, automatic scaling and load balancing and a local development environment that allows to simulate the engine locally on a computer for application testing. In this way, the applications can be uploaded on the Google infrastructure that acquires the management. The applications run in a secure environment (the sandbox) in order to distribute web requests to applications across multiple server and guarantee security and reliability. Moreover, the engine provides a range of options for storing data that are a particular datastore with a NoSQL schemaless object datastore, a relational database (Google Cloud SQL) and a storage service for objects and files knows as Google Cloud Storage.
Figure 6 A list of PaaS solutions tied to famous vendors or with limited functionalities.
Depending on the selected language, there are some operations that a developer should do about the configuration of the development working environment and the installation of specific tools like the Google App Engine Service developer kit (SDK) which allows the full use of the framework. A GAE app may use the Google web toolkit (GWT) that is Java/Ajax library helping to write java code that gets compiled into Javascript and thus can be run in a web browser. This tool that in the starting plan is free for developers, allows to build and host web apps for faster development and deployment processes.
Once loaded into the platform, the control is done through a web admin console that give the complete access to the public version of the application allowing performance settings and logging.
Even if such a solution provides guarantees related to Google's infrastructure (the hosting on Google own servers is someway synonyms of availability and scalability), and application of this type is strongly linked to the vendor. The solution seems so useful for the specific type of applications, considering also the payment method based on quotas for the use of resources (i.e., storage, cpu and bandwidth) of which a set amount given free. It is possible the porting of a Google app engine application in another platform, even if it requires some efforts [21] . The procedure for its use as a PaaS, currently depends on the choice of the hosting in the Pivotal CF or to Cloud Foundry. In any case, it requires the installation of the software needed to interact with the deployed platform (e.g., the Cloud Foundry CLI) together with getting an account to the available platform (i.e., run.pivotal.io). Then there are a set of steps needed to configure the environment for the selected programming language and framework. These offerings have a variable cost, since related to different partners. At the beginning, all services have a free plan, then according the different service providers there are different costs and prices. Currently this solution seems to be changing so maybe it could be used for a beta application. However the use of such platform requires knowledge of the underlying architecture and the environment that being related to different platforms seems not so simple.
PaaS solutions that declare to be opens
The second list includes PaaS solutions that declare to be based on an open stack. We analyzed, for example, Appfog [25] , AppScale [26] , Cloudify and Openshift [27] . Appfog is a cloud platform for web applications builds on CloudFoundry, which is an open PaaS project. It supports PHP, Ruby, Node.js and Java application that could be deployed in the cloud platform provided by its offering. The access is through a web console interface (App or Framework Jumpstarts), or through the command line interface that is locally installed with the AppFog (AF) command line tool. The App or Framework Jumpstarts is an easy way to use a PaaS platform. It allows to choose the type of application and the environment before to start with the build and deploy. A developer could choice an application from a list (e.g. including languages like Java or PHP, frameworks like Ruby on Rails or Python Django and CMS like PHP Wordpress or PHP Drupal), then an infrastructure vendor (e.g., from a list of vendors provided by AWS and HP in a beta service), and finally a sub-domain where to deploy and access the application. AppFog offers details pricing plans based on the used resources such as number of server instances, database storage size and SSL endpoints. The quote is based on a fee per month. There is also a starting free plan that allows to deploy unlimited apps within 2GB of RAM, 100MB of database storage (both SQL-based or NoSQL based), 5GB of data transfer per month and 100 requests per second. It seems to be a good solution for testing purpose and probably for small apps. [31] ). It. declares to be devoted to business critical applications, since deployed in a private cloud and able to provide fault tolerance and elastic automatically by adding a virtual machine.
Fig 7 List of cloud offerings declared as based open solution
As the other platforms, it provides a set of tools called AppScale Tools that allow handling and managing with the application locally or directly on a cloud platform. A solution of this kind is useful, even if there is no support for other languages.
Another PaaS solution is Cloudify that declares to be the open PaaS stack that brings DevOps automation to the world of PaaS. It enables the deployment, management and scaling of all types of applications on any type of cloud with no changes to the code or architecture. The Cloudify approach is based on a recipe that is a container for all useful information about the application (the application descriptor file, interdependencies between tiers, deployment process, and so on) that can be ported to other cloud allowing the scaling. Each recipe is uploaded on a virtual machine and processed by Cloudify agents that install also the application tiers and integration software by using Chef software. The recipes include also web server (nginx) and datastore (PostgreSQL, CouchDB, Redis). The application can be installed with a single shell or web services based command. Next to the virtual image, it is Other examples of PaaS offerings in a private cloud are reported in Fig. 8 .
Fig 8 List of private cloud offering
Our categorizations are however limited since some offerings manifest intersections. For example, most private cloud providers deliver PaaS in a public context, which means that they operate the platform as a third party. In the perspective of an open solution, OpenStack is positioned as the cloud operating system.
PaaS solutions and the cloud operating system
Openstack is an open source software for buildings private and public clouds. It is defined as cloud operating systems that control large pools of compute, storage and networking resources throughout a datacenter managed with a dashboard. View. It could be used to configure a private cloud by means of the installation and configuration of software packages on different operating system Linux-based supported. It is possible to star with this complex software using public clouds thanks to cloud vendors (e.g., HP, Rackspace) that, however, require a sign up and the payment of a fee or in a local environment with devstack.org. Devstack is a shell script that allows for a build a complete Openstack development environment that is based on Linux operating system (e.g., Ubuntu or fedora distributions). Devstack is available also in a virtual machine format. However, this type of installation requires a series of tasks very onerous together with high technical skills to use the entire infrastructure.
CONSIDERATIONS
According the classification made before about PaaS service providers and Paas stack providers, we cloud put GAE and Heroku on the first category as PaaS service providers and Cloudify, Cloud Foundry or OpenStack in the second one as PaaS stack providers.
A further sub-category of classification would be on the level of openness and control, i.e. open source, language support, cloud environment support, DevOps support and such.
With these types of deployments, there are, however, an interaction with the server at the level of the operating system. While this gives tremendous power and flexibility to tune the server, manage security and access control, and configure clusters, it also requires some amount of an initial configuration and ongoing maintenance (typically carried out by a system administrator or the sysop).
One of the key differentiators for PaaS-style hosting as compared to traditional virtual or hardware server hosting is the deployment process. Many developers have embraced git as their version control system of choice, and many of the PaaS offerings out there have taken advantage of git's popularity, since the deployment process is transformed into a simple git workflow.
In any case, it is very difficult to analyze and compare the available solutions without a real testing of the platforms. And a real testing of the platform in a public cloud, it is possible only afterregistration and a test of the environment that in the free plan could be only limited. Usually developers do not deploy new code changes or bug fixes directly to the live site or production server, but they test any changes locally and then push the code to a shared integration or testing server for verification. Also for these reasons many PaaS providers offer low-end hosting options for free that are suitable for a number of purposes (e.g., a shared environment for verifying bug fixes, an area to develop rapid prototypes, sites without specific performance or scaling needs). Afterwards as an application's needs expand beyond what the free offering provides, most providers structure their fees based on performance needs as well as data and bandwidth usage that the application incurs.
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The pricing structure for PaaS offerings tends to be based on what you need to support your application. This includes items such as:
-Number of web hosts (or instances, or dynos) to support the requirements;
-Number of background processing instances for bulk processing;
-Number of database instances as well as data storage needs;
-Add-on services such as caching, hosted error reporting, email delivery, etc; -Bandwidth usage.
In addition, many PaaS solutions offer options for having either shared or dedicated resources for the web application.
Probably the best thing is to consider the type of the application to migrate in a cloud environment and platforms that we know or that are adopted in a similar context. Then, it would be possible to decide according the application type the selection of a PaaS service provider or a PaaS stack provider. For example if our application is a website implemented as a CMS software, we could use GAE, Azure or Appfog that provide CMS support in an easy way. For example, as the Fig.  9 shows, AppFog solution provide a free plan, and we could choose Drupal or Wordpress as Web CMS framework when choosing from a web interface the type of applications that we would like to deploy on the PaaS platform. Fig. 9 The AppFog free plan and the type of application and frameworks supported.
Probably with the trial version of Azure and the free plan of Appfog, we can make a real test of these platforms and have data for comparison between different solutions.
Another approach that we need to consider is the implementation of the Openstack software considering its use in specific educational and research environments. This software has been adopted by CERN [33] , a research institute focused on scientific disciplines, to implement a private cloud environment. Moreover, the European Grid Infrastructure that implements the grid computing distributed model [30] is studying the way to offer its computing resources in a cloud perspective. And working towards the adoptions of an open stack is seeing at solutions like Openstack.
CONCLUSIONS
We are approaching cloud offerings from the web developers' perspective, since these environment could provide faster development and easy management. PaaS combines both the server that is hosting an application with a desired stack of data repository and web application technologies to create a platform on which you can deploy an application that uses the given technologies. Typically a PaaS offering will provide a suite of options for various layers of the application stack, for instance, by offering both MySQL for a relational data store, and MongoDB for a more document-oriented data store. These storage options could be combined with a model-viewcontroller style web framework such as Ruby on Rails, Groovy on Grails, Spring MVC on Java, or a multitude of other technologies. There is a plethora of PaaS offerings for a variety of technologies. We have tried to categorize such offering basing on In general PaaS aims to simplify the effort required to provision, maintain, and deploy a highperformance web hosting environment, however, this simplification can come at a cost. For security and maintainability PaaS providers often lock down their service to a specific set of software versions (typically the most recent versions in any software stack with up to date security patches). This behavior could not be useful for many developers that are managing legacy applications that rely on specific older versions of web technologies. PaaS tends to favor popular open source tools; therefore, it generally isn't possible to host commercial applications with PaaS providers. In our context, we have decided to approach these offering with two perspective: the adoption of a PaaS solution where to deploy an application like a web CMS, and choose an open stack cloud solution that could allow to implement a private cloud.
